Metal Ion Levels Are Not Correlated With Histopathology of Adverse Local Tissue Reactions in Taper Corrosion of Total Hip Arthroplasty.
The underlying biological mechanism in the formation of adverse local tissue reaction in taper corrosion of total hip arthroplasty (THA) remains unknown. This study evaluated whether there was a dose-dependent relationship between metal ion levels, intraoperative tissue damage and ALVAL (aseptic lymphocyte-dominated vasculitis-associated lesion) scores in dual taper THA patients who underwent revisions for taper corrosion. We performed a retrospective review of 31 dual taper THA patients who underwent revision surgery from May 2013 to October 2013. Preoperative serum metal ion levels, intraoperative tissue damage grading, and ALVAL scores were reviewed. Multivariate analysis was performed to determine if an association existed between metal ion levels, intraoperative tissue damage, and ALVAL scores. Findings consistent with adverse local tissue reaction were found in all cases. We noted 10 patients with low, 8 with moderate, and 13 with high ALVAL scores, respectively. For intraoperative tissue damage, we recorded 2 (grade 1), 22 (grade 2) and 7 (grade 3) cases. Preoperatively, there was preferential elevation of serum cobalt (3.8 ng/mL, 2.3-17.0) compared to serum chromium (1.0 ng/mL, 0.2-5.8). There was no correlation between preoperative metal ion levels and intraoperative tissue damage (R = -0.06, P = .74) or ALVAL scores (R = -0.04, P = .481). There was also no correlation between intraoperative tissue damage and ALVAL score (R = -0.06, P = .73). There was no significant correlation between ALVAL scores and prerevision surgery metal ion levels or intraoperative tissue damage, suggesting that the biological mechanism of histologic morphology cannot be solely attributed to elevated metal ion levels and is likely multifactorial, reflecting a complex interplay between implant and patient factors.